Do you want to join a market leading team?

Educations.com Media Group (EMG) operates market leading e-services for finding education and corporate training. Our websites are used by more than 2 million people every month, and the number of visitors is growing rapidly. Today we have a local presence in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, UK, US, France and operates globally via the domain educations.com. EMG has over 110 employees working towards our vision of helping everyone in the world find the right course and education. We are a privately owned company by our five founders and Antonia Ax:son Johnson from the Axel Johnson Group.

Studentum.se was the first site within the company and is today the biggest team in EMG when it comes to turn over and profit. Studentum.se is also the biggest team within EMG when it comes to the number of persons. Studentum.se is one of the 100 largest sites in Sweden with more than 520 000 visitors every month looking for higher education. We are the market leader of our industry in Sweden and our plan is off course to remain in that position. To be the market leader we always need to be on top when it comes to innovation and customer satisfaction. We’re currently working with a five year plan to double our turn over, and so far we’re on target. But we need to look in to the future and build up long term goals and needs.

Internship
You will become a member to the team from the start and you will have a full insight in the operations of Studentum.se. You will work with several different projects to help the team move forward towards the goal. Your internship within Studentum.se will consist many different things, for example:

- Learn how sales are done
- Support in the development of strategic plans for the business division
- Take responsibility over presentation material and documents
- Learn how SEO works
- Support development of the homepage
- Analyzing new business opportunities
- Take responsibility over development of presentation material and documents
- Learn how to work in an agile developing environment

Who will be successful? Skills and qualifications:

- You are educated to a master degree level or enrolled in a master program today
- You speak Swedish and English fluently
- You are structured in your work
- You have excellent communication skills
- You like working in a team and have a positive energy

We are looking for an ambitious and prestige less person with a high energy. You should be driven and always wanting to learn new things. You like challenges and you can take a lot of responsibility. You are not afraid to work hard to meet deadlines. But most importantly – you have a positive attitude and like to have fun together with the rest of the team.

Do you want to join us? Welcome aboard!

Gustav Kullander

gustav.kullander@studentum.se

+46 735 25 27 23